Abstract. The smart meters are more and more widely used in China. The detection of abnormity of electric meter and management is very important. It will lead to massive capital savings and monitoring of electricity using. The method of data filtering, processing, calculation, fitting and difference etc. is introduced based on true data of abnormity of electric meters in the paper. The research will be significant to the management and application of electric meters in China.
Introduction
Smart meters are smart terminals and data entry for smart grid. Smart meter has many kinds of application function including two-way multiple rate measurement, end user terminal real-time control, multiple data transmission modes and intelligent interaction etc. in order to adapt to smart grid. Building smart grid brings broad market needs of products on global smart meters such as electricity information collection and handling system etc. [1, 2] The objective of the research is to do analysis to true electricity data which is collected from community. The abnormal information will be detected based on relevant methods. Then the abnormal meter will be found [3] .
Data Analysis and Processing Method Data Analysis and Processing
Problems Need to Be Solved. (1) Try best to extract the characteristics that affect the error of the meter through various methods of feature engineering.
(2) A regression model is established through the relationship between feature and error. Prediction test will be concentrated on a point / time error. The conclusion is whether the error is within the normal range of the meter. If not, is there any abnormity in the electric meter of community? (3) If having abnormal electric meter, the meter will be found based on the electricity characteristic behavior model of single meter.
Data format and data cleaning. The difference between the total meter and the user meter is E.
(1) The error E can be obtained by UI comparing to the electricity meter. The time granularity is one day.
There are two kinds of type error in collected data. They are duplicate values and illegal values. The solution is to replace the missing value with the whole point current voltage. Eventually data cleaning is finished through deleting error value and filling in missing values.
Data Formatting
The following features are added to each date so as to do machine learning analysis easily. The detail is showed in Table 1 . Pearson Correlation Coefficient Analysis. Correlation coefficients are analyzed between each dimension in order to give machine learning more directional suggestions [4] . K-fold Cross Validation. 5-fold cross validation is done to the collected data. 1/5 data are used to test. The other data are used to training. Different training set and test set of 5 groups can be obtained [5] .
Feature Engineering and Fitting

Data Analysis
At same moment, the voltage situation of different users in the community is almost same. At the different date, the change trend of voltage is very similar.
Then the current situation is analyzed. Broken line diagram of current at different times to appointed meter can be drawn. In Fig. 1, for example, 3am , 6am and 6pm current situation of one meter can be got in different times. From Figure 1 , value of current at 3am is lowest. 6am is higher. 6pm is highest. The situation is understood easily. However, in summer August the value of current is almost same at 3 moments. This is because air conditioners are used almost all day.
Outlier Analysis
Outlier should be eliminated in calculation and analysis. Otherwise the result will be affected greatly. The user's box diagram about voltage can be drawn through Python method in the research. The outliers in data batches can be identified through using box diagram [6] .
Polynomial Fitting
The electricity value of individual user can be calculated by formula W=U*I*t summarizing. The value is deducted by the value of total meter. Then the error of testing can be obtained. The error value can be fitted through poly0 fit and drawn curve [7, 8] .
Deep Learning Time Series Model
Long and short term memory (LSTM) model has certain advantages in dealing with timing problems. Because it predicts future values based on past values and past predicted values rather than using discrete features such as season only. The method leads to more stable model. The error in every step of the training process is accumulative. When there is an extreme mistake in one step, it may destroy the prediction quality of all subsequent steps.
In the research, the original data sets are transformed into data sets suitable for time series prediction. The data is processed and adapted to LSTM model for multivariate time series prediction problem. Then the result can be predicted and analyzed [9] .
Time Series Data Preprocessing
Time step is an important super parameter in this model. LSTM executes back-propagation through time step when learning sequence prediction problems. Dedicated timing data set is prepared for LSTM model. This will touch using datasets as supervised learning problems. The supervised learning problem is assigned as below. Electric meter error for current time (t) is forecasted according to the total meter and other inputs of the previous time period. The electric meter error of the hour of next hour will be predicted by the electric meter yesterday and the forecast of next hour.
The data set is divided into training set and testing set. Then training set and testing set are divided into input and output variable respectively [10] . Data Training. There are two methods to split training set and validation set in time problems. The method is showed in Fig. 2 . Walk-forward Split. The method does not split data actually in fact. The complete set of data sets is also used as training set and validation set at the same time. However, the validation set uses different timetables. Comparing to the timetable of training set, the timetable of validation set is ahead of one prediction interval.
Side-by-side Split. This is a mainstream way to split. The data set is split into independent subsets. One part is used to data training totally. The other part is used to data validation totally.
The validation set based on walk-forward split in the model is used to optimize parameters only. The last prediction model must operate under completely uncorrelated data with training set and validation set.
Analysis and Anomaly Detection
Prediction Result. The prediction results of double-layer LSTM and single-layer LSTM are tested in Fig. 3 . Figure. 3. Data comparision between prediction and truth.
The predication is quite accurate in initial steps. The predicted value has a certain lag at the same time.
Anomaly Detection. Test with sliding windows is used. The sliding window with width 1 and threshold t is assigned. If the difference between prediction and truth is bigger than threshold to each sliding in sliding window, the error appears from the date. The result shows as Fig. 4 when window width is 4 and threshold is 0.5. In Fig. 4 , data displays anomaly detection from the sixty-fifth day. Higher precision results can be got through the width and threshold adjustment.
The result is showed in Fig. 5 when data being normal. 
Summary
The method discussed in the paper is effective and efficient. There is big room to develop the relevant method and application in electric meters domain.
